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Abstract— In this paper, we propose a knapsack-based feed-
back suppression algorithm for reliable multicast transport
protocols operating over a satellite network. A reliable transport
protocol needs to identify the packets which failed to reach a
given destination. This is achieved through feedback packets
returned to the source. For multicast services, receiver feedback
has been shown to lead to the feedback implosion problem. Feed-
back implosion is a well-studied problem and various solutions
exist in the literature. However, these solutions mainly focus on
terrestrial networks and do not take into account the inherent
characteristics of the satellite channel and the architecture of
the deployed network. Therefore, we need to revisit the problem
and provide a new set of solutions for efficient integration to
next generation satellite systems. In this paper, we introduce
a feedback implosion suppression algorithm, which effectively
suppresses the amount of feedback relayed through the satellite
channel, while ensuring that the critical information is conveyed
in a timely fashion. The performance of the algorithm is evaluated
through simulations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Broadband satellite systems are quickly becoming an inte-
gral component of broadband communication networks. They
have several attractive characteristics, such as breadth of
broadcast “reach”, ubiquitous access, global coverage, and
as they move to the next generation, higher frequency band
systems, they plan to offer large and flexible capacity, which
would make them a natural technology option for carrying a
variety of multicast services. However, despite the potential
of satellite multicast, and the current market for various
satellite-based broadcast services, there exists little support
for reliable multicast via satellite. This is largely because
most of the multicast protocols have been designed primarily
for wireline terrestrial networks, without taking into account
the inherent characteristics of the satellite channel and the
deployed network topologies [1], [2].

Many of the problems in wireline terrestrial multicast would
have either different roots or different solution spaces in
satellite multicast. Therefore, it is necessary to revisit some
of these problems and provide a new set of solutions for
future integration of satellite systems with multicast services.
For reliable multicast protocols, feedback implosion is one
such problem that has drawn considerable attention from the
research community [2]–[5]. In terrestrial networks, feedback
implosion occurs for two reasons. Firstly, the flow of feedback

packets from multicast receivers, which are located typically
at the leaves of the multicast distribution tree, to the multicast
sender, which is the root of the tree, causes network traffic
concentration around the links close to the sender. Secondly,
a sender is required to process a large number of feedback
packets, which may be prohibitive in terms of memory, storage
and computational load. However, in satellite multicast, there
are other aspects. Receivers are a single hop away from the
satellite and there is no physical hierarchy between the satellite
and the receivers. Therefore, the multicast schemes that are
based on physical or logical hierarchy for aggregation of
receiver feedback or local recovery cannot be applied to this
topology [6]–[9]. As a result, the feedback implosion problem
becomes very challenging [10].

The fact that the return channel (uplink) is a shared medium
and the satellite spectrum is limited and expensive, makes it
necessary to try to minimize the amount of bandwidth required
for feedback, which can then be used by real traffic, thus
making the system more competitive in price and performance.
Assigning a separate return channel to every receiver would
result in the waste of resources and would not scale. Con-
sidering that (i) feedback information may contain redundant
information (due to correlations among the loss pattern of
receivers) and, (ii) most multicast algorithms only need to
track the behavior of a subset of receivers with the worst
case channel conditions, the challenge is to design efficient
algorithms to select and filter-out information from multiple
receivers to allow only the most relevant feedback information
to be conveyed to the source using as little bandwidth as
possible.

In this paper, we address this issue by introducing a
feedback implosion suppression algorithm that allows the use
of a fixed number (� the number of receivers) of return
channels by the multicast group while ensuring that the critical
information is conveyed to the satellite in a timely fashion.
In [10], authors propose a feedback suppression algorithm
for a similar satellite system, however, our work significantly
differs from their work in the way (i) priority feedback is
determined and, (ii) feedback is transmitted over the return
channels.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we describe the generic reliable transport protocol
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Fig. 1. Network Architecture

which operates between the source and the receivers. In
Section III, we present our feedback suppression algorithm.
Section IV describes the simulation environment, discusses the
performance metrics of interest, and presents results. Section V
concludes the paper.

II. A RELIABLE MULTICAST TRANSPORT PROTOCOL

We start by describing the underlying reliable transport
protocol, which operates between the source (NOC) and the
receivers (user terminals), and uses the receiver feedback to
detect packet losses and to initiate retransmissions. We present
only the protocol behavior relevant to the operation of our
policy. Several variations of this protocol exist in the literature
and it has been shown to perform favorably in the context of
satellite multicast services [3], [11], [12].

The envisioned system is based on a Ka-band satellite
with DVB/MPEG-2 compliant forward and return links. The
satellite system supports a star topology network with on-
board processing (OBP) option, which is capable of supporting
multiple spot-beams. The system provides point-to-multipoint
IP multicast service to a large number of satellite users located
inside its footprint through a central network operations center
(NOC) (Figure 1).

We assume the transport protocol performs as follows
between the NOC and user terminals:

• IP packets are encapsulated into a DVB/MPEG-2 trans-
port stream of fixed length (188 Bytes) packets at the
NOC.

• NOC organizes the transport stream into source blocks
(SB) of k packets and encodes them using a suitable
expandable FEC code. An expandable FEC encoder
takes k source packets as input and generates as many
unique encoding packets as requested on demand. An
expandable FEC decoder has the property that any set
of k · (1 + ε) unique encoding packets is sufficient to
reconstruct the original k source packets, where ε is a
small decoding overhead. Construction of an expandable
FEC code with small decoding overhead is described
in [13]. The NOC initially generates n ≥ k unique
encoding packets corresponding to the packets of the SB
and transmits the encoding block (EB) to the multicast

group over the satellite. The NOC does not wait for
the receiver feedback on the EB, and proceeds with the
transmission of the next block.

• A shortened Reed-Solomon RS(204, 188, t=8) code is
applied to each forwarded packet. The 204 octets packet
is then forwarded to a convolutional interleaver. The
interleaved symbols are encoded with a rate punctured
convolutional inner code with optional code rates of
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8. The bit stream is transmitted over
the channel using QPSK modulation.

• We assume that the channel decoder at the receiving end
can detect corrupted packets and discard them, i.e the
receiver’s error detection process is assumed to be perfect.
Therefore, if the receiver transport layer receives at least
k · (1+ ε) unique encoding packets for a particular EB, it
can decode the block and pass the source block to upper
layers. Otherwise, it buffers the uncorrupted packets of
the EB and creates a request for additional encoding
packets. This request is the feedback transmitted to the
NOC and it identifies the EB and the number of additional
encoding packets required to decode the EB. At any point
in time, a receiver may have buffered several EB(s) which
require additional encoding packets to complete. In this
case, receivers sort their requests in a predetermined order
and transmit them one-by-one.

• An encoding packet transmitted for a particular encoding
block benefits all receivers which await additional packets
to complete the block. Therefore, NOC will be interested
in transmitting lmax = max{l1, . . . , lR} additional en-
coding packets for the EB, where lr is the number of
additional encoding packets requested by receiver r for
the EB, and R is the number of participating receivers
(i.e. the number of receivers that have transmitted a
request for the particular block). NOC collects requests
from receivers and generates lmax additional encoding
packets for the corresponding SB. These packets are
transmitted to the multicast group either using a separate
channel, or are piggy-backed with the next transmitted
EB.

In general, additional encoding packets may also get cor-
rupted during the subsequent transmissions and some receivers
may still need extra packets after the completion of the first
request process. Therefore, receivers continue this repeat-
request process until they accumulate enough encoding packets
for decoding of the EB.

III. FEEDBACK SUPPRESSION POLICY

Looking at the return information, we observe that, it is
sufficient for the NOC to track only the maximum number
of encoding packets requested by any receiver per encoding
block. The volume of feedback would be minimized if only
the receiver with the maximum packet requirement responds
to the NOC per encoding block. We can consider two extreme
scenarios for this situation: (i) all receivers communicate
among each other through a secondary network (possibly a
terrestrial connection) before deciding on whether to transmit a
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request, and suppress the feedback of all receivers but the one
with the maximum additional encoding packet requirement;
(ii) every receiver is assigned a separate return channel,
which is used to communicate the request information to
the NOC, which then computes the maximum. The former
scenario requires additional infrastructure and collaboration
between the receivers which are contradictory to reasons for
deployment of a satellite network. The latter situation gives
rise to the feedback implosion problem as well as the waste
of uplink resources.

Our solution strategy overcomes this problem by minimiz-
ing the number of transmitted request messages by the help
of a knapsack-based algorithm that runs at the NOC without
relying on any collaboration among receivers. We assume that
only a fixed number m � R of return channels are allocated
to the multicast session for transmitting request packets. The
problem is, then, to determine at every uplink transmission
time, which of the R multicast receivers will be given a
chance to transmit a request in one of the m available return
channels. This problem fits nicely to a multiple knapsack
problem formulation [14] when one considers every available
return channel as a knapsack that needs to be filled with items
(receiver requests) of weight equal to the number of additional
packet requirement such that total weight is maximized, i.e.
receivers with maximum packet requirements are assigned a
channel for feedback transmission.

We first make the following modifications to the receiver
operation:

• Instead of transmitting a request immediately in the next
uplink transmission time, receivers buffer their requests
in a queue and wait until they are assigned a feedback
channel for transmission. In the meantime, if additional
encoding packets are received, the pending requests are
updated to reflect the new numbers. A request for ad-
ditional encoding packets can not be for more than k
(taking ε = 0 for simplicity) encoding packets, at any
time, since k unique encoding packets suffice to complete
the decoding of an EB.

• Every receiver r maintains a value wr, which is the
average number of additional encoding packets required
to complete all the pending encoding blocks. This in-
formation is readily available at each receiver and can
be calculated simply by summing over the number of
additional encoding packets required to complete all
pending encoding blocks and dividing it by the number of
encoding blocks in the buffer. Clearly, 0 ≤ wr ≤ k. This
value is called the weight of that particular receiver and
is sent to the NOC along with a request packet, whenever
the receiver is assigned a return channel.

• Receivers transmit the first request in their queue to the
NOC, whenever they are assigned a return channel.

In general, receivers with higher packet request averages
should be given priority over other receivers since their re-
quests would probably account for the requests of receiver
with lower averages. This is due to the fact that an additional

encoding packet transmitted for an encoding block would
benefit all receivers which have pending packets to complete
that block. However, this would decrease the robustness of
the algorithm against instantaneous changes and variations in
the reception quality of receivers. Because, a receiver with a
low packet request average is suppressed by its peers, it can
not transmit a feedback packet when the condition changes
and it starts to build up a high average. Therefore, we must
also allow receivers with previously low request averages to
transmit their requests in order to update their status at the
NOC.

Using these observations as the basis, the NOC solves
the problem of deciding which receiver will be allowed to
transmit a request in future uplink transmission times (because
of the propagation delay, satellite can only calculate this
channel allocation layout for future times). We view each
of the available uplink channel as a knapsack with capacity
ci = max{w∗

1 , . . . , w∗
R} = c for i = 1, 2, . . . ,m and each

receiver as an item with weight w∗
r and profit pr = w∗

r for
r = 1, . . . , R, where w∗

r is the last update the satellite has for
the weight of receiver r and R is the number of receivers. We,
then, solve the following multiple knapsack problem:

max
m∑

i=1

R∑
r=1

prxir

subject to
R∑

r=1
w∗

rxir ≤ ci = c for i = 1 . . . m (1)

m∑
i=1

R∑
r=1

xir ≤ 1

In the solution of this problem, xir = 1, if receiver r
is assigned to return channel i. Once the channel allocation
is determined, NOC broadcasts x and the value of c to all
receivers either using a separate control channel or by piggy-
backing it in the next EB. Upon receiving a new channel
allocation information, receivers apply it in the next uplink
transmission time.

It is important to note that the solution of this problem
may assign more than one receiver to a channel, while
some receivers are not assigned a channel in the next uplink
transmission time. If a receiver has weight, w∗

r that is closer
to c, it is more likely to be assigned to a channel alone, since
it fills the capacity of the knapsack (channel). A higher weight
indicates that the receiver on the average needs a large number
of additional encoding packets to complete all the pending
encoding blocks and hence its feedback will probably benefit
the group the most. Therefore it is assigned to a channel
alone. Receivers with smaller weights will be sharing the
channel with other receivers. A smaller weight indicates that
the receiver needs, on the average, only a few encoding packets
to complete all the pending encoding blocks and hence its
feedback will only partially benefit the group. One may not
consider the receivers with small weights, but this is not a
good strategy since the algorithm uses the last updated value
of the receiver weights rather than the instantaneous value. A
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receiver with a small weight might build up a high average
since its last update, and if we choose to assign only the first m
receivers with the highest weight values to the return channels,
it may not get a chance to transmit a request and update its
weight information.

In order to avoid collisions, however, receivers do not
transmit a repair request with probability equal to one in the
channel they are assigned to. They employ a probabilistic
back-off algorithm and transmit a request with probability
proportional to their current weights. We discuss the possible
choices on the functional relation between the transmission
probability and receiver weights in Section IV-B. In the next
section, we describe our simulation environment and present
simulation results on the performance of our algorithm.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Channel Model

We model the satellite channel by a threshold-based 2-state
Markov Chain. In this model the channel is either in “GOOD”
state, if the transmitted signal experiences less than Γ dB.
attenuation, or it is in “BAD” state, if the signal fade is more
than Γ dB., where Γ is the fade attenuation threshold [15],
[16]. We assume that if the channel is in “GOOD” state,
channel coding is capable of correcting all bit errors and for
simulation purposes the probability of bit error at the output of
the channel decoder is zero. In the “BAD” state, the channel
behaves as a Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) with bit error
probability equal to pb at the output of the channel decoder.
The channel state is characterized by the transition probability
matrix given by

M =
[

r 1 − r
1 − s s

]
, (2)

where r and 1 − s are the probabilities that the channel will
be in the “GOOD” state at the kth symbol duration, given that
the channel was in “GOOD” and “BAD” states, respectively
at the (k − 1)th symbol duration. Using the results of the
ACTS Propagation Experiments, published in [17], for a fade
attenuation threshold of Γ = 10 dB., we have r = 0.9999813,
and 1 − s = 0.00172.

In order to evaluate the performance of the transport proto-
col, we need to calculate the bit error probability at the output
of the channel decoder. In order to estimate the value of pb,
we use the link budget calculations of a commercial satellite
system proposed in [18]. The calculations confirm that for
signal attenuation of less than 10 dB., link budget margins and
channel coding are capable of keeping the bit error probability
around 10−9 at the output of the channel decoder. For signal
attenuation of more than 10 dB., on the other hand, bit errors
occur with probability pb ≥ 0.1 at the output of the channel
decoder [19], [20]. Using this result, in our simulations, we
evaluate the time progress of the channel state for every bit
transmission and assume that a bit is in error with probability
pb = 0.1 when the channel is in “BAD” state and no errors
occur when the channel is in “GOOD” state. Since these errors
are at the output of the channel decoder, we further assume

that a packet is corrupted if at least one bit is in error. We use
this packet loss pattern in our numerical results.

B. Simulation Environment

In our simulations, we assume that the NOC has a fixed
number B = 1000 of source blocks, each with k = 188
packets. Each source packet is 188 Bytes. For each source
block, the NOC constructs an encoding block of n = 196
encoding packets. There exists additional bandwidth of a =
8 packets for piggy-backing additional encoding packets in
response to receiver requests. The NOC and the receivers
perform the previously described reliable transport protocol
over the satellite channel. The choice of these parameters does
not affect the performance of our algorithm since we assume
that they are constant whether the transport protocol performs
feedback implosion suppression or not. Therefore, they are
fixed throughout our simulations.

We need to define the relationship between the request
transmit probability pr(wr) of a receiver r and its weight wr.
Intuitively, pr(wr) should satisfy pr(0) = a, pr(c) = 1 and
be a non-decreasing function of the receiver weight, where
0 ≤ a ≤ 1. In this paper, we adopt:

pr(wr) =
exp(µ · wr/c)

exp(µ)
, (3)

where wr is the current average of additional encoding packets
receiver r wants to request and µ is an aggressiveness parame-
ter. This function may not be the most suitable function for this
purpose and performance of the algorithm for different types
of functions is currently under investigation. In our simulations
we set

µ = 1 − m

R
, (4)

where m is the number of available return channels and
R is the number of receivers. Therefore, receivers transmit
their requests more aggressively when more channels are
available, but back-off from transmitting as their average
weight decreases for a fixed number of return channels.

C. Performance Metrics

There are several performance metrics which may be of in-
terest in this scenario. In this paper, we consider the following
two metrics: (i) average number of rounds to complete a block,
and (ii) bandwidth efficiency. If an encoding block can not be
completed at the end of the first round, additional encoding
packets need to be transmitted in the subsequent rounds. The
first metric measures the performance of the algorithm in terms
of the average number of rounds it takes to complete a block.
The second metric is the bandwidth efficiency in transmitting
the original source packets and is given by the ratio of
source block size to average number of packets transmitted
to complete transmission of the block. Other possible metrics,
which we would like to investigate in the future include
encoding/decoding complexity and buffering requirements at
the NOC and the receivers. In the next section, we present
simulation results on the performance of our algorithm as a
function of the number of available return channels.
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Fig. 2. Number of packet rounds versus number of available return channels
for a set of R = 100 receivers.
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Fig. 3. Bandwidth efficiency as a function of number of available return
channels for a set of R = 100 receivers.

D. Results

In Figure 2, we plot the average number rounds it takes to
complete a block versus the number of available return chan-
nels for a receiver set of R = 100. We observe that average
number of rounds increases slightly as the number of return
channels decreases. However, the performance degradation is
minimal compared to the savings in terms of the number of
return channels. In Figure 3, we plot the bandwidth efficiency
versus the number of available return channels for the same
set. We observe that the bandwidth efficiency slightly increases
as the number of return channels decreases. This is because the
feedback suppression algorithm does not always calculate the
maximum, as it is the case when there is no suppression, and
on the average transmits at most as many packets as the case
without the suppression. This results in the more conservative
use of the bandwidth, but also increases the number of rounds
it takes to complete a block as evident from Figure 2.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a knapsack-based feedback
implosion suppression algorithm for reliable multicast trans-

port protocols operating over a satellite network. We showed
that the suppression algorithm causes minimal degradation to
the performance of the underlying transport protocol while
effectively minimizing the volume of receiver feedback. We
also showed that it is possible to improve the efficiency of the
transport protocol in terms of the overall bandwidth by more
conservative transmission of the additional encoding packets.
The majority of the multicast group may benefit from this
approach, while only a few receivers with maximum additional
packet requirements are penalized. This paper presents a pre-
liminary set of results, and various other performance related
issues, such as the effect of variations in the loss pattern of
receivers, size of the receiver set, choice of parameters for the
transport protocol, and the computational load, are still under
investigation.
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